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Introduction

Acceleration of DDSCAT Computation by
Parallelization on a Supercomputer
Manoj V. Seeram

Parallel Programming Hardware
Computing power has been improving on orders of magnitude over the past century as
the number of transistors on an integrated circuit has been exponentially rising in line with
Moore’s Law [4]. However, this technology is approaching the size of individual atoms, the
smallest a transistor can be, and industry is searching for new techniques to create more
computing power. Multiple alternatives are being researched including optical computers,
quantum computers, graphical processing units (GPU), and distributed computing systems, also
known as supercomputers. These technologies all capitalize on the power of parallel processing
to some degree but along with unique benefits, each of these solutions has unique limitations.
Optical computing, for example, can transmit data at a speed comparable to that of light and in
parallel by using the diffractive property of electromagnetic waves. However, this energy
transfer generates large amounts of heat that need to be removed to maintain data signals and the
current cooling units may not be sufficient [5]. Quantum computing is also promising because of
a qubit’s ability to exist in multiple states and therefore try many solutions to a problem
simultaneously. The technology is ideal for solving problems in parallel but the quantum state
collapses once the qubit is measured and, since only one of the states can be measured, there is a
probability that the solution detected won’t be correct [6].
The remaining two technologies are currently feasible solutions that are accessible at
most universities or commercially available. While central processing units, CPUs, contain a few
cores and more cache memory, GPUs are “composed of hundreds of cores that can handle
thousands of threads simultaneously”. While each GPU core is less powerful than a CPU core,
the GPUs massively parallel capability at a more efficient cost and price outweighs the potential
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latency [7]. However, programs written for GPUs can’t necessarily be run on regular CPUs,
keeping the universal use of the parallelized application limited. Distributed computing,
however, exploits a capability similar to the GPU out of multiple interconnected CPU cores.
With the resources available for this project, the University of Arkansas High Performance
Computing System, a distributed environment, was used to parallelize DDSCAT.
An important limitation in distributed computing is that the time to complete a program is
dependent on the time taken by the slowest processor. In other words, the program doesn’t move
forward until each parallel job has been completed. This issue is encountered when determining
how many wavelengths should be submitted to each processor. A special case of Bose-Einstein
statistics [14] (also called stars-and-bars) can then be considered to determine the division that
will allow for the least number of stars within each bar.
DDSCAT
DDSCAT is a software written in Fortran90 used to calculate “scattering and absorption
of light by irregular particles and periodic arrangement(s) of irregular particles” [1] A user is
allowed to specify target particle(s), generally in the nanometer scale, that will then be simulated
to interact with electromagnetic waves in the visible spectrum, light. The wavelength range of
light, specified by the user, is targeted on the nanoparticle(s) on the positive z axis and the
resulting distribution and interaction of energy throughout the particle is quantified and mapped.
Other programs can be used to plot graphs and 3D visuals of the output data.
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Figure 1 is a 3D model of a spherical nanoparticle generated using MayaVi [1].

Figure 2 is near-field spectra of a spherical nanoparticle embedded in an Indium Tin Oxide substrate. The
graph was generated from DDSCAT output data [15].

DDSCAT is stated to be enabled to exploit the resources in a distributed computing
environment with its embedded MPI, Message Passing Interface, or OpenMP, Open MultiProcessing, functionality [1]. The software divides, or parallelizes, the computation by
nanoparticle orientation and processes each set of calculations on a different core, a processor or
unit that can maintain one thread of instructions at a time. Run times can still take many days or
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hours (Figure 4) so whether the software parallelizes the program by other means, namely
wavelengths, is to be tested.
Parallel Programming Software
MPI is a library standard “based on the consensus of the MPI Forum” [8] whose interface
specifications have been defined for C and Fortran90 language bindings. The standard is useful
for efficiently passing data between processors that, by default, are not in communication with
each other. This is the crux for parallelization.
OpenMP is a “set of compiler directives and library routines that extend Fortran”, C, and
C++ [9]. It operates with a shared memory space, unlike MPI, and provides parallelism in this
way. The setup is similar to one host storing data with multiple slave processors performing
calculations with this data [10].

Testing DDSCAT MPI-enabled
Simulation Methodology
DDSCAT, written in Fortran90, numerically calculates optical cross sections (extinction,
absorption, or scattering) of arbitrary subwavelength materials across user-specified incident
wavelengths. A minimum of four files are required to run the program.
1. A target file that contains Cartesian positions of each dipole in the nanoparticle
2. A parameter file that describes various simulation parameters (e.g. range of wavelengths,
refractive index of the medium)
3. A dielectric function material file for the nanoparticle
4. The DDSCAT executable.
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Once the executable is run, it will read the other files within the folder to complete its simulation.
Throughout the simulation, DDSCAT generates a file containing data for each wavelength. File
files are output by DDSCAT upon completion of the simulation: ‘qtable,’ ‘mtable,’, ‘qtable2,’
and polarizability files are generated. The qtable file contains optical extinction, absorption, and
scattering efficiency data of the nanoparticle at each wavelength.
A control simulation was set up using the DDSCAT Shape Generator [11] tool available
on the nanoHUB website to determine the improvement that MPI provides to DDSCAT
computation time. The simulation was selected to be a gold sphere, a commonly used material in
research due to its inert properties, with an 80 nm radius and an Indium Tin Oxide cylindrical
substrate with a 160 nm radius. Simulating the substrate allows plasmonic interactions between it
and the sphere that would occur in an experiment to be accounted for. Figure 3 shows the
graphical interface used to start the tool.

Figure 3: The interface for the nanoHUB tool DDSCAT Shape Generator has multiple screens. This is the
first to select the target nanoparticle shape [11].

Parameters to describe the particle and simulation environment were then selected. The
individual parameters and the selected values for each are displayed below. The values in Figure
4 were the values used in simulation.
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Figure 4 shows the second screen of the nanoHUB tool DDSCAT Shape Generator. Various DDSCAT
parameters including shape dimensions and material were selected here [11].

After submitting, the shape generator created two of the four files required to execute a
DDSCAT job - the target and parameter file. These files contain the user specified inputs
formatted to DDSCAT specifications. Additionally, the tool generated a 3 dimensional plot file
of the nanoparticle for visual analysis.
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Figure 5 shows the target shape, a nanoparticle atop a substrate, to be submitted as a job. The target is
discretized to represent dipoles with blue depicting gold and red depicting Indium Tin Oxide. The
cylinder shape was chosen arbitrarily and could be replaced with a rectangular prism.

The dielectric function material file for gold was downloaded separately [12] Using the
DDSCAT User Guide, the source code of version 7.3.1 was downloaded and the makefile was
edited to enable the software to use MPI functionality. The code was then compiled to create an
executable and the four files were finally placed in one folder to be simulated on a
supercomputer.
Results & Discussion
The control simulation was uploaded to the University of Arkansas High Performance
Computing Resources [13], a Linux environment, and computed with a varying number of
processors to verify that enabling MPI parallelization on a singly oriented nanoparticle reduces
computation time. The variables changed were range of wavelengths to be simulated and number
of processors allocated to each simulation. Each simulation was run 5 times to ensure the
precision of results or quantify the run time’s level of uncertainty.
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The simulation was first run with a fixed number of wavelengths on 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,
128, and 256 processors. Run times are expected to vary more when using fewer processors so
more values were taken at smaller resource allocations. When all the cores on a node, similar to a
CPU, are not allocated, other users can access the available cores. The node then allocates and
deallocates processing power to each core so that the node, rather than individual cores, has the
most optimal run time. The node then becomes shared and the run time of one job becomes
dependent on another. The fewer data points at larger resource allocations using unshared nodes
however are sufficient to approximate the trend between them.
When simulated with 32 and 256 wavelengths, parallelization is expected to decrease run
time by nearly half with each data point despite any hardware delays. This pattern is not seen
however. The DDSCAT job took an exponentially increasing amount of time to complete
between 1 and 32 processors due to a shared node. After this, the trend rose linearly due to
communication lag between an increasing number of processors. The spike at 32 processors in
the 256 wavelength simulation deviates from the pattern due to 1 of the 5 data points being an
outlier due to a shared node. No reduction in computation time is seen.
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Figure 6: The test simulation was run with 32 wavelengths and an increasing number of processors on the
Arkansas High Performance Computing System [13].

Figure 7: The test simulation was run with 256 wavelengths and an increasing number of processors on
the Arkansas High Performance Computing System [13].

Two simulations were run with an increasing number of wavelengths and compared. The
first was allocated one processor and the second was allocated as many processors as
wavelengths so the ratio between the two variables is always one. If DDSCAT was parallelized
by wavelengths, the second graph should be an approximately horizontal with no change in run
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time. One wavelength would be computed on one processor at all data points. The first
simulation is a control group that shouldn’t change whether the software is parallelized or not.
The results showed the two simulations to have equivalent graphs. It was determined that MPI
enabled DDSCAT provided no parallelization benefit when simulating a target shape of only one
orientation.

Figure 8: The test simulation was run with a varying number of wavelengths and on a single processor
on the Arkansas High Performance Computing System [13].

Figure 9: The test simulation was run with a varying number of wavelengths and an equal number of
processors on the Arkansas High Performance Computing System [13]. The ratio between wavelengths
and processors is always one.
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Parallelizing DDSCAT
Programming Methodology (para_ddscat)
The parallelizability of a program is dependent on many factors and often sets the
performance limit more than the hardware being used. Serial problems are calculations that are
purely dependent on each other. Each part must be computed only a previous set of instructions
have been completed. Embarrassingly parallel problems then are calculations that can be done
simultaneously with little to no manipulation of the current solution methodology. The problem
contains parts that can be computed independently without requiring information from another
calculation to move forward. Discrete Fourier Transform, brute force attacks in cryptography,
and BLAST searches in bioinformatics are common examples.
Often however, a problem contains parts that are parallel, serial, and a combination of
both with some interdependencies. Starting multiple threads from a single thread occurs without
issue but when one or multiple threads must wait on another thread’s output, synchronization
checks must be put in place to allow a thread to know the status of other threads.
DDSCAT was determined to be parallelizable by wavelength computation. The program
performs a set of calculations to determine optical efficiency of the target particle at each
wavelength. The calculations at each wavelength are independent of each other but are currently
computed in serial.
A script titled para_ddscat was written to optimize computation time by dividing each
wavelength-specific calculation amongst multiple processors and multiple nodes. The script was
written in bash because most supercomputers run Linux operating systems. The program is
equipped with a minimal interface that prevents users from submitting erroneous simulations to
supercomputing resources. It first requires four arguments to run - the titles of the four necessary
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files to simulate DDSCAT. It then searches for these files in the current directory or in the path
specified by the user. If the files are not found, para_ddscat fails the program quickly and returns
an error message before the job is submitted to explain which file couldn’t be located.
The script then calculates the total number of processors and nodes available to it
respectively by calculating the number of lines, and then unique lines, in the environment
variable $PBS_NODEFILE. Processors per node, 𝑝𝑝𝑛, is then calculated and saved. The
parameter file is parsed to initialize the number of wavelengths, 𝑥, specified by the user. The
submitted job is then divided into 𝑗 number of smaller jobs that can be submitted in parallel
amongst the available processors using the following equation:
𝑗=

𝑥
𝑝𝑝𝑛 ∗ 𝑛

(1)

For example, if 2 nodes with 15 processors each are available to simulate 300 wavelengths, the
job will be divided so 10 wavelengths are run on each processor.
This equation doesn’t work in all circumstances however. It is often the case that the
number of wavelengths to be simulated is not a multiple of the available processors, leaving a
remaining number of wavelengths, 𝑟, to not be simulated. The solution to this situation must, as
before, force each processor to have the least number of wavelengths submitted to it. So, the
minimum computation time is achieved by submitting one additional wavelength to 𝑟processors.
The number of processors that must compute additional wavelengths is irrelevant because the
maximum number of wavelengths to be computed by any one processor is the only limiting
factor.
Subdirectories are then created within the original simulation folder with links to the
original material and target files and copies of the parameter file that have 𝑗 wavelengths to
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simulate (links rather than copies of the material and target files were used to save disk space).
Figure 1 expresses this directory tree as a flow chart.

Figure 10 is a graphical representation of the directory layout that para_ddscat creates during its
function. The user creates the folder, DDSCAT job, and the 4 files on the left, and submits
para_ddscat. From there, para_ddscat divides the submission into smaller simulations and
creates n subdirectories for them. It then executes DDSCAT 𝑛 number of times directing each
execution to operate on one subdirectory.
The program then connects via secure shell to each computation node and runs unique
DDSCAT simulations that operate on each subdirectory. Each folder represents the simulation
occurring on each processor. Once all simulations have finished, the data from each simulation’s
output files are compiled into one file with all subdirectories deleted. This method is expected to
reduce computation time by the number of processors available to it.
.
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Results & Discussion
The para_ddscat script was uploaded to a simulation folder in the University of Arkansas
High Performance Computing Resources [13] and computed with increasing number of
processors and an equivalent number of wavelengths so the ratio between the two variables is
always one. Results showed that though the number of wavelengths to simulate increased, the
run time trend maintained an almost horizontal slope. Slight deviations were due to hardware
limitations. The exponential trend before 16 processors is caused by a shared node and the linear
slope after 16 is due to communication delay caused by an increasing number of processors.

Figure 11: A DDSCAT simulation was submitted using para_ddscat to quantify the effects of
parallelization. The results show a trend line with an approximately horizontal slope.

Figure 12 is an overlay of Figures 8, 9, and 11 to show the improvement in run time between the
parallelized and serial program.
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Conclusion
DDSCAT simulations were run with a singly oriented target shape and with a varying
number of processors, and it was proven that the software is parallelized only according to
particle orientations. Simulations took hours to complete and enabling MPI provided no process
acceleration. It was determined that to improve run times, DDSCAT could be parallelized by
another factor, wavelengths. To enable this functionality, a bash script was written to divide
wavelength computation amongst multiple processors on a high performance computing system.
The results showed a drastic improvement in run time proportional to the number of processors
allocated to the simulation. The program is expected to be published on the nanoHUB website
along with the DDSCAT Shape Generator [11].
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